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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that if the two row-space equations BA If1 = A ' and ABk+’ = Bk 
hold, then A and B possess Drazin inverses. Spectral properties of this type of 
spectral inverse are discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the branches in the theory of generalized inverses that has 
received increasing attention in recent years is the study of the so-called 
spectral generalized inverses [2,4,6]. A spectral inverse of an n X n matrix A, 
with n eigenvalues, is defined to be any matrix B that possesses some or all of 
the spectral properties of the inverse matrix A -‘--these spectral properties 
being either “value” properties concerned with eigenvalues, elementary 
divisors etc., which depend on the Jordan canonical form of A, or “vector” 
properties such as eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors, which depend 
on the change of basis matrix which reduces A to its canonical form. It is 
usual, though not essential, to require reflexivity between A and B, that is, to 
require that A be the same type of spectral inverse of B. 
In general, spectral inverses, (u-inverses for short) need not be gener- 
alized inverses (g-inverses for short), or vice versa, and it is therefore 
desirable to keep apart those spectral properties of a u-g-inverse that do not 
depend on the g-inverse assumption. On the other hand, u-inverses and 
g-inverses both require, in general, extensive use of the theory of Drazin 
inverses [3,7]. For examples of spectral inverses refer to [4,7]. 
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The key “vector” result in the study of u-inverses is that, [Z, p. 1671 if 
BA’+~=A~ for some 1 > 0, (11 
then every X-vector of A of grade p, h+O, is a h-i-vector of grade p for B. 
This includes Theorem lc of [S]. For matrices over a field, it is well known 
that the row-space equation (1) guarantees the existence of the Drazin 
inverse A D [2,3]. In general, however. when dealing with operators or ring 
elements, this may not be the case. 
It is the purpose of this note to show that if we assume in addition the 
row space equation for B, 
ABk+‘= Bk for some k > 0, (2) 
then both A * and BD exist, and that consequently this type of “reflexive” 
spectral inverse B has many of the spectral properties of quasi-commuting 
spectral inverses [2, p. 1781. The row space equations (l), (2) are not 
left-right symmetric and should be compared with the range-row space 
equations: 
Ak+lB=Ak, A’= BA’+l. (3) 
which guarantee the existence of A” but not that of B D. Throughout this 
paper we shall assume familiarity with the definitions and properties of 
group inverses (.)#, Drazin inverses (.)” and indices i(.) of elements (.). In 
particular, we shall make use of the following lemma, which holds not only 
for square matrices but also for bounded operators on Banach space and ring 
elements in general. 
LEMMA 1. Let AkflU=Ak, A’= VA”‘. Then 
(i) AD exists, and i(A) < min(k,Z). 
(ii) AD=Ak-l(Ak)#=((AI)#AI-l=AkUk+l= v’+lA’=v’Ak+‘-lUk= 
ADAU= VAAD= VAkUk= V’A’U. 
(iii) AAD=Akt’Uk+‘= V’+“A’+” for all r>O, s>O. 
(iv) lf k< I, then Ak= VAk+i, and if k> 1, then A’+‘U=A’. 
A usual, we shall use R (A) and N(A) to denote the range and nullspace 
of A respectively, and we shall use A -, A + to indicate purticular inner 
inverses and reflexive inverses of A respectively, that is, particular solutions 
to the equations AA -A = A and AA +A = A, A +AA + = A + . Similarity will 
be denoted by ‘vu. 
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2. MAIN RESULTS 
We shall state our results for matrices, the translation to operators and 
ring elements being self-evident. 
THEOREM 1. Let A and B be n X n matrices over a ring with unity. 
Then _for a11 k, 1 2 0, 
AD, BD exist, 
i(A)<Z, i(B),<k, 
AD=B’+lA’, AAD=B’A’, 
BD=Ak+lBk, BBD,AkBk, 
in which case 
R (AAD)=R (BBD), (54 
AD=B2BD, BDmA2AD, (5ii) 
ArBrAP=AP for all r >O, p > 1, (5iii) 
BsAsB9=B9 forall s>Q,q>k, (5iv) 
if AC-‘= C-lA, BC-‘=C-‘B, 
then N[(A-C)P]=N[(B-C-‘)P] foraZZp>O. Fv) 
Proof. When 1 =O, we have, by a result of Drazin [3], that BA = I and 
ABk+l=Bk imply i(B)=O, so that B=A-‘. Conversely, if AD=B and 
AAD= I, then AB=I and B=A-‘. 
Similarly, if k=O, both sides of (3) are easily seen to be equivalent. 
It is now clear that (5i)-(5v) hold for these cases. Hence let us turn to the 
case k>l, 1 >l. Suppose that BA’+‘=A’ and that ABk+‘=Bk. Then it 
follows immediately that 
B~A’+~=A! for all r > 1 (6) 
and 
ASBk+“,Bk forall s>l. (7) 
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Consequently, 
=(A 1+kB2/+k)~/+2k=Rk~~1+2k=Rk‘~l+k~k=AI+k, (8) 
This shows not only that B I+ k is an inner inverse of A ’ + k, but also that 
R (A 21++R(Al+k) b ecause 21+ k > 1+ k. Hence by Lemma 1, AD exists 
and i(A) B 1. Symmetry now shows that BD exists also with i(B) < k, and that 
Bk+’ is a reflexive g-inverse of Ak+‘. By Lemma 1, it now follows that 
ADzBAA”= B’+lAl= Bi+l+lAl+r (9) 
and 
,AAD= Bl+rA;ll+T for all r > 0. (IO) 
By symmetry we have that 
BD=ABBD=Ak+‘Bk ill) 
and 
BBD,Ak+“Bk+” for all s > 0. (12) 
In particular 
( 1:3) 
Conversely, if A D = B ‘+ ‘A ’ and AAD= B’A’, then for all i > i(A), A’= 
ADAi+l=Bl+lAl$qi+l_ -B(B’A’)A’+‘= BAAoA’+‘= BA’+‘, and similarly, 
for all i> i(B), Bf=ABi+‘, completing the proof of the equivalence (4). 
Let us now turn to the remaining parts of the theorem. It is obvious from 
(6) and (7) with r = k and s = 1 that 
R(AAD)=R(A1)=R(Bk)=R(BBD). (14) 
This implies that BB 4xAA *, and moreover, because B D commutes with 
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BBD, it further follows that BD = BDBB DmBBDAA D. Indeed, 
BD(Z-BBD+AAD)=BDAAD=(AADBBD)BDAAD 
=(I-BBD+AAD)BDAAD. (15) 
But 
and hence 
Similarly 
BDxA2A D. 
ADcB2BD. 
We now proceed by observing that 
BA’+‘=A’ 3 B’Ap+‘=Ap forallr>O,p>I, 
which ensures that for these values of p and r, 
ArB’AP=A’(BrAP+‘)(AD)r=A’AP(AD)T=AP. 
(16) 
Similarly B”A’Bq=Bq for all q > k, s>O. In particular, Bk+‘=(Ak+‘)+, 
A’B%(Al)+ and A2’B 21A ’ = A ‘. The latter could also have been obtained 
from the fact that by Lemma I(iv), 
Now from (16) it follows that for all r > 0, 
and 
AD=ArBIAD=ArBr+‘+lA~ 
(17) 
AAD=ArB’+[A’, r 2 0. (18) 
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Before continuing with the last part, it should he noted that because 
‘4 ’ = B ‘A” and i(A) < 1, it follows that 
and hence that 
wllich reduces to (1s). Symmetry again shows that 
(B” j4 =/+ZkBk (20) 
and 
BB D = B ,Sfi S + kB k s > 0. (21) 
The last part (5~) is really a trivial extension of the results of [2], 
mentioned after Eq. (1). We shall add a proof for the sake of completeness. 
Suppose that AC - i= C’A and BC-‘= C-‘B, and let 
These spaces are sometimes referred to as Weyr spaces, since in the case of a 
field with C = &I, Xi #O, the maximum number of independent vectors in 
WJp’(A) exactly equals the Weyr characteristic q!P’(A). 
It is now easily seen that (5~) is equivalent to 
W$‘) (A) = W$‘, (B ) for all p > 0. (22) 
As a matter of fact, if (5~) holds it is trivial that (22) follows, while 
conversely, if (22) holds, then (A - C)% = 0 # x implies that there is 0 < p < 
y such that x E W:p)(A) = W:??(B), so that (B- C-‘)?x=O#(B- C-l)P-lx, 
which in turn yields (B - C -‘)Qx = 0. Symmetry now gives the converse 
containment. 
We shall now modify the proof of [2] slightly in showing that 
BAiC1=Al =+ W,‘P) (A) C W$‘l (B ) for all p > 0, 
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from which (22) follows by symmetry. First recall that for all m,n > 0, 
N[(l-Xjrn]~R(.X”), 
and hence that 
W$(A)CN[(A-C)~]CR(AC-~)‘=R(A~), p,y>O. 
By induction it follows at once that for all 9 > 1, 
BA’+l=A’ @ BY(A-C)9A’=(Z-BC)*L441, 
which shows that 
(A-C)%=0 j xER(A’) =+ (Z-BC)Px=Bp(A-C)Px=O, 
while if XE WcP)(A), that is, c 
(A-C)(A-C)P-l~=O#(A-C)P-l~, 
then 
and so by (23) with q = 1, 
(Z-BC)(A-C)P-‘x=B(A-C)Px=O. 
This implies that 
(A- C)P-l~=BC(A - C)p-‘x= (BC)P-‘(A - C)p-‘x 
= CP-‘BP-1 (A- C)P-lx, CP-’ (&BC)P-$, 
ensuring that x E Wc(_q)(B). 
(24) 
n 
COROLLARY 1. The general solution to the row-space equations 
BA’+‘=A’,ABk+‘=Bk is B=AD+Q, 
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Q‘4 iI = 0, 
s k+‘=t)? 
(I-AA”)Qk=O. 
(2Si) 
(2*5ii) 
(,25iii) 
Proof It is easily verified that A D and A D + A (I - AA “) are particular 
solutions. If B is any other solution, then BA D = (A n)2 shows that 
B=A”+ q-AA”) for some matrix Y. 
Hence 
and so 
Bk= -$ (AD)i[ Y(I-AA”)]k-i. 
i =0 
ABk+‘= Bk exactly when 
(I-AA”)[Y(I-AAD)jk=-\[ Y(I-:\AD)]k+l. (26) 
In other words, the general solution is of the form 
where 
B=A”+Q, (27) 
QAD=O (27i) 
and 
(I-AAD)Qk=~~k+l. (27ii) 
The latter equation however shows that A nQk+ ’ = 0; and hence on post- 
multiplying by Q, that Q”” = AQk+2. But this means that 0”” = 
A ‘Q k+r+l for all r> 1, and in particular for r=l, Qk+l=A’Qk+‘+‘= 
A’+‘(ADQk+‘)Q2=0. Thus Q is nilpotent and (I-AAD)Qk=O. The con- 
verse is clear with the aid of (27). n 
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COROLLARY 2. Zf BA ‘+l= A’ and ABk+’ = Bk, then the following are 
eyuit;alent: 
(i) AAD= BBD. 
(ii) A k+’ and B k+l commute. 
(iii) A ’ = XB k for some X and wrne r > 0. 
(iv) B” = YA ’ for some Y and some s > 0. 
(v) A “Q = 0, where Q is as in Corollary 1. 
Proof. 
(i@(ii). This follows immediately from (13). Moreover, in either case 
Bk+l=(Ak+l)#. 
(ii)+(iii). Clearly Ak+‘=(Ak+1)2B’Bk, 
(iii)-(i) If A ’ = XB k, then A o = (A D)r+‘XB k, which shows that N ( BD) = 
N (B k, c N (A D). This, coupled with the fact that R (A “) = N (BD), ensures 
that AA D = BBD. 
(iv). This follows by symmetry. 
(i)-(v). If ADQ = 0, then clearly BD = (AD)D, which by Corollary 3 
implies that AA D = BBD. Conversely, by Corollary 3, AD = ( BD)D shows that 
B=AD+ B(Z- BBD)=AD+Q. Hence Q=(I- BBD)B=(Z-AAD)B and 
A “Q = 0. H 
COROLLARY 3. 
BAl+l=Ar 
ABk+‘= Bk ! 
I 
c+ BD=(AD)D M AD=(BD)D. (28) 
AAD= BBD 
Proof. From Theorem 1, we see that A D = BAA * = BBBD = ( BD)#, 
which is equivalent to (A D)* = BD. The converse of the first equivalence 
was proven in [2], p. 177. H 
Spectral inverses B that obey the conditions 
(i) WJp)(A) = W:!)(B), 
(ii) N(AD)= N(BD), 
where C is a central unit, were called S/-inverses in [2]. 
In general, if (28) holds, one cannot expect that 
A(Z-AAD)xB(Z- BBD), 
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since it does not necessarily follow that K (A p) = N (BP) for all p > 0. 
COROLLARY 1. The genewl solution to B” = (A n)D is of the fvrm 
B = A D + Q. where (i) A “Q = QA IJ = 0 cmd (ii) Q is nilpotent. 
Proof This is really contained in Corollary 2(v). n 
REMARKS. 
1. In none of the above results was it necessary to assume that B = A +. In 
fact, the addition of this condition to the row-space equations (I) and (2) 
does not seem to yield any new information apart from the trivial fact that in 
this case 
R(A’)cR(B) ts RR-A’=A’ 
a B’A’+‘=A’. r>l 
w R(A’)LR(B’), r> 1, 
with a similar result for the other row-space equation following by symrne- 
try. On the other hand, it is well known that the addition of the assumption 
B = A + to the conditions of (28) actually contains redundant information 
(see Corollary 5). 
2. It is not known whether the results of Theorem 1 can be generalized to 
the case where 
/\‘=BX= yLAl+l Bk=ACl= VBk+’ for some X, Y, 1: and 17. 
3. If B=A+ and RA’+‘=A’, ARki’= R”, then B is a special case of a 
“weak spectral inverse” of A and the results of [7] are applicable, since now 
A n and BD exist. 
In particular, the general solution must be a subset of the general solution 
of the equations B = A + and BA ‘+’ = A ‘, given that A LJ exists. This means 
that a particular solution can he written as B = AD + Q, where Q= R + S, 
R=AD(AA+- I), and S=A+(Z-AA”)AA+. Here A+, R and S must he 
chosen such that (27ii) holds. 
Now R ’ = 0 = SR = A DS, and hence Q Ic = RS ‘- ’ + S li. Consequently, (I 
-AA”)Qk=(I-AAD)Sk=Sk andAQkflA(RSk+Sk+‘)=AQSk=AA+Sk. 
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and thus A + has to be chosen so that 
R (Sk)~R (A). (29) 
The existence of such reflexive g-inverses follows from the fact that B is one 
g-inverse of this type. In fact, since A D = BAA D, it follows that 
and hence that 
R(Sk)=(Z-AAD)R(Bk)C(I-AAD)R(A)CR(A). 
Thus the general solution to these three equations is 
B=ADAA++A+(Z-AAD)AA+, 
where A+ is chosen so that R[A+(Z-AAD)AAflkCR(A). 
It is not known if a simpler form exists for the general solution in this 
case. 
We conclude with the most common and best-known spectral inverse. 
COROLLARY 5. The following are eyzkzlent: 
(i) B=A+ and AA”=BBD. 
(ii) B=A+ and BD=(AD)D. 
(iii) B=A+ and A”‘B= BA”, AB”= B*A, for some m,n > 1. 
(iv) B=A’ andR(AP)=R(Bq), N(A’)=N(A”),for some p,y,r,s>O. 
In any of these cases B is called a quasi-commuting spectral g-inverse of A 
and is usually denoted by A ‘. 
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